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It’s a murder mystery on the moon in this humorous and suspenseful space adventure from the author of Belly Up and Spy School that The New York Times Book Review called “a delightful and brilliantly constructed middle grade thriller.” Like his fellow lunarnauts—otherwise known as Moonies—living on Moon Base Alpha, twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson is famous the world over for being one of
the first humans to live on the moon. And he’s bored out of his mind. Kids aren’t allowed on the lunar surface, meaning they’re trapped inside the tiny moon base with next to nothing to occupy their time—and the only other kid Dash’s age spends all his time hooked into virtual reality games. Then Moon Base Alpha’s top scientist turns up dead. Dash senses there’s foul play afoot, but no
one believes him. Everyone agrees Dr. Holtz went onto the lunar surface without his helmet properly affixed, simple as that. But Dr. Holtz was on the verge of an important new discovery, Dash finds out, and it’s a secret that could change everything for the Moonies—a secret someone just might kill to keep...
A love that defies Fate itself. A love so strong it doesn't care about norms and written destinies. Althea and Landon have been friends since childhood and are near inseparable, but the clock is ticking and pressure is building from their family to find their destined mate and finally commit. But when the young pubescent boy that Althea has known all her life suddenly morphs into the
imposing and handsome Alpha Landon, she finds herself drawn to him more than ever before and looking away from other potential suitors. With their parents pushing to keep them apart and obstacles mounting around them, Althea knows that her and Landon are not naturally destined to be each other's mate, but can fate be changed in the quest for true love?
USA Today Bestselling Author, W.J. May brings her international bestselling series together in a box set limited edition collection! The Queen's Alpha brings you deeper into the world of shifters, fae, and magic. The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3 ETERNAL - Book 1 She will fight for what is hers. When the king is murdered, Katerina, his only daughter, must flee for her life. She finds
herself on a strange and dangerous path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon her wits and the kindness of strangers, while protecting her royal secret at the same time. Because she alone knows the truth. It was her brother who killed the king. And he's coming for her next. Alone and struggling, she finds herself an instant target until a mysterious protector comes to her
aid. Together, and with a collection of the most unlikely friends, the group must navigate through an enchanted world just as fantastical as it can be deadly. But time is not on their side. With her brother's assassins closing in at every turn, Katerina must unlock a secret that's hidden deep inside her. The only thing strong enough to keep the darkness at bay. Can she find the answers
she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on the throne? Only one thing is certain: she's running out of time. Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel. EVERLASTING - Book 2 I will fight for those I love. When the crown prince puts a bounty on her head, Katerina and the gang find themselves facing trouble at every turn. It's a race to get the safe house in time,
but will they pull together to work as a team, or will their differences pull them apart? Strengths and weaknesses are put to the test, as Katerina is plunged headfirst into a magical world she never knew existed. Fiction becomes reality, as the characters from her childhood fairytales come to life, bringing with them secrets she could never have imagined. Her bloodline gives her the
right to call herself their queen, but is the division between the royal family and the magical kingdom too great? How can she mend the damage of the past? More importantly…can she be the one to unite her people? UNCEASING - Book 3 She will fight for what is hers. When their sanctuary suddenly becomes a prison, Katerina and the gang must work together to save not only themselves, but
everyone else in the remote, alpine retreat. Secrets are revealed and new identities are discovered as the princess delves into her past, uncovering things she never thought possible. Awakening a hidden power buried within. The stakes have never been so high, and everyone's a target. Can the princess unlock the ancient magic in time? Can they find a way off the mountain before disaster
strikes? Most importantly, in a world where everyone's out to get them… …Who can they trust? Queen's Alpha Series: Eternal Everlasting Unceasing Evermore Forever Boundless Prophecy Protected Foretelling Revelation Betrayal Resolved The Omega Queen Series: Discipline Bravery Courage Conquer Strength Validation Approval Blessing Balance Grievance Enchanted Gratified
“These books go by so very quickly, with the pacing making me think I just started reading. I could gobble up a dozen of these novels!”—Carrie Reads A Lot The Alpha Girl series by USA Today bestselling author Aileen Erin has taken readers on a wild ride as Tessa McCaide has become a werewolf, battled vampires and witches, and fallen in love. Now, read Books 7-9, completing the series
with Tessa and Cosette's biggest adventures in a convenient anthology. BEING ALPHA When she's magically attacked and nearly dies, Tessa can't ignore the signs. Something big is coming, and it's up to Tessa and her friends to save the supernatural world one more time. “This book sent shivers down my arms in many moments and had me laughing so hard it hurt at others.”-!” —Eve, Functioning
Insanity LUNAR COURT A werewolf and a lunar fey princess could never stand together as equals, but Chris and Cosette have already fallen hard. Their love demands sacrifice, and both will pay a devastating price. "The secrets and plot twists had my mind going crazy at the end. I was blown away with everything that happened in the last few chapters." —Lenni, Lenniland blog ALPHA ERASED The
series comes to its epic conclusion as Tessa sacrifices herself, disappearing when she saves her brother’s life. When Dastien finally reunites with his mate, there’s no recognition in her eyes. No magic in her touch. No wolf beneath the surface. Everything that made Tessa who she was...has been erased. ”This is simply the perfect epic way to wrap up the series that I love with everything
in me.”—Book Echo hr Wondering if you missed any books in the now complete Alpha Girls series? Book 1: Becoming Alpha Book 2: Avoiding Alpha Book 3: Alpha Divided Book 4: Bruja Book 5: Alpha Unleashed Book 6: Shattered Pack Book 7: Being Alpha Book 8: Lunar Court Book 9: Alpha Erased hr Get ready for Off Planet, the biggest and boldest adventure yet from the mind of Aileen Erin. It's
perfect for fans of Claudia Gray's Defy the Stars and Maura Milan's Ignite the Stars!
Omegaverse M/F Romance
A Post-apocalyptic Action Thriller
Space Case
Alpha Girls Series Boxed Set
The Complete Moon Base Alpha
Cry Wolf
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh returns to her breathtaking Psy-Changeling Trinity series with a mating that shouldn't exist . . . Alpha wolf Selenka Durev's devotion to her pack is equaled only by her anger at anyone who would harm those under her care. That currently includes the empaths who've flowed into her city for a symposium that is a security nightmare, a powder keg just waiting for a match. Ethan Night is an Arrow who isn't an Arrow. Numb and disengaged from the world, he's loyal only to himself.
Assigned as part of the security force at a world-first symposium, he carries a dark agenda tied to the power-hungry and murderous Consortium. Then violence erupts and Ethan finds himself crashing into the heart and soul of an alpha wolf. Mating at first sight is a myth, a fairytale. Yet Selenka's wolf is resolute: Ethan Night, broken Arrow and a man capable of obsessive devotion, is the mate it has chosen. Even if the mating bond is full of static and not quite as it should be. Because Selenka's new mate has a terrible secret,
his mind surging with a power that is a creature of madness and death . . .
The box set contains the final three books in the completed fantasy romance series Maiden to the Dragon, an adventure that will take your breath away. Life comes knocking on Miriam Cait’s door as she’s whisked away from her normal life and into a land of fantasy and wonder. The downside is she’s mated to a handsome dragon lord, a ruler of one of the five realms. Most people wouldn’t see that as a downside, but Miriam has her own mind and she aims to keep it that way. Whether it’s fighting her scaly spouse or dodging
everything from werewolves to fairies, she won’t back down in the face of danger. She’ll survive this new world with its strange customs, and along the way she’ll find love in the most obvious of places. Looking for other sensual dragon shifter reads? Try out some of my other series! Blood Dragon: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=ZARaDwAAQBAJ Dragon Bound: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=CWU9DwAAQBAJ Maiden to the Dragon: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=y6bgDQAAQBAJ KEYWORDS:
new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action, adventure, second chances, comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance ebooks,
free romance book, free romance books, billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel, free romance books, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire, undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, medieval, urban fantasy, dragon shifter romance, medieval paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin
No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs presents the first Alpha and Omega novel - the start of an extraordinary series set in the world of Mercy Thompson, but with rules of its own . . . Perfect for fans of Ilona Andrews, Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan and J. R. Ward. 'Patricia Briggs is an incredible writer' Nalini Singh, New York Times bestselling author of the Psy-Changeling series 'Patricia Briggs is amazing . . . Her Alpha and Omega novels are fantastic' Fresh Fiction Charles Cornick is his pack's enforcer and
lives a harsh life, doing jobs other wolves can't - or won't. And his most recent task was rescuing Anna Latham from a life of brutality. This leaves him shot and wounded, but he's happy to pay the price. Charles is strongly drawn to Anna, and her growing 'Omega' powers will see his people through dangerous times. Anna desperately needs her new mountainous home to be safer than the life she's left behind. But when a rogue werewolf starts murdering hikers, Charles and Anna are sent into the winter forests to investigate.
Charles is still weak and will need Anna's strength as they discover a web of witchcraft that could drag down the whole pack. Including its leader Bran, Charles's father, head of a vast network of wolves. And if Bran weakens, dark madness could run like a fever through half a continent. Discover the first page-turning Alpha and Omega adventure, from the queen of urban fantasy Patricia Briggs. Praise for Patricia Briggs: 'I love these books!' Charlaine Harris The best new fantasy series I've read in years' Kelley Armstrong
'Patricia Briggs never fails to deliver an exciting, magic and fable filled suspense story' Erin Watt, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Royals series 'It is always a joy to pick up a new Briggs novel . . . Briggs hits another one out of the park!' RT Book Reviews Books by Patricia Briggs: The Alpha and Omega Novels Cry Wolf Hunting Ground Fair Game Dead Heat Burn Bright Wild Sign The Mercy Thompson novels Moon Called Blood Bound Iron Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Marked Frost Burned Night Broken Fire
Touched Silence Fallen Storm Cursed Smoke Bitten Sianim series Aralorn: Masques and Wolfsbane
Some men aren't meant to be tamed. Especially if they're Grizzlies Gone Wild. YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD BEAR DOWN Alyssa Nelson doesn't actually believe that Simon Gold is a shape-shifting grizzly bear---until she sees it firsthand. Aaaaand the award for Totally Surprising Changes goes to Simon Gold. But Alyssa doesn't have time to deal with the fact that her ruggedly hot, long-time secret crush is a shifter . . . not when her brother has turned into one, too. After ten months in bear form, Simon is struggling. He's not ready
to deal with anyone, let alone the bold and gorgeous Alyssa. Mine, whispers his bear. But all hell has broken loose in the Detroit shifter community, and it's spreading to humans. Now Simon must face the darkest place of all: where bear and man become one. And the only way he can make it back to his humanity is by finding---and claiming---his mate. "Alpha Unleashed is a fast-paced, wild bear-shifter ride! I loved it!"- New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley
Maiden to the Dragon Series Box Set: Books 5-7
Alpha Rylan
The Queen's Alpha Series Box Set
Alpha Girl
Alpha City
Alpha Kaden
Get books 1 - 4 of the #1 bestselling "Alpha Series" collection featuring Alpha Landon, Alpha Kaden, Alpha Grayson and Alpha Jasper. This unpredictable and exciting fantasy romance series will have you on the edge of your seat! Alpha Landon Althea and Landon have been friends since childhood and are near inseparable, but the clock is ticking and pressure is building from their family to find their destined mate and finally commit. Althea knows that her and Landon are not naturally destined to be each other's mate, but can fate be changed in the quest for true
love? Alpha Kaden Everyone knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his wicked game. Alpha Grayson Lexia has been an unwilling member of the Vengeance Pack since she was kidnapped by Alpha Kaden at the age of thirteen. Previously a member of the Discipline Pack, she now plans an uprising to take down the Alphas and unify
the 13 Packs. Alpha Jasper Dark stories of the Devotion pack's haunting from the terrifying undead Phantom Wolves have circulated for years but Thea had never believed the rumors. That is until she met Jasper; the confident and magical missing Alpha of the pack and newly reincarnated Phantom Wolf. He also happens to be her destined mate.
Two girls from each Pack have been selected to represent themselves and their pack's morals, to determine who is best suited for Alpha Malik. After being kidnapped and abused by an unruly rogue organization, Aria is forced to enter a competition where the prize is a man who has given up all hopes of finding his mate.Malik is known as the Alpha of Love, and now Aria must compete against girls from every Pack, for his attention. To save her own life, and his too, she must complete a mission that will force her into the Alpha's arms. However, a twist in the game will
change everything.Fast moving mystery and intense romance make this a must read. Alpha Malik is not your average Werewolf love-fest. Crane has created an unique universe for this plot to thicken and will leave you wanting more. What does fate have in store for the Alpha next? - Sarah H.I was drawn to this story which intrigued me from the very start.I enjoyed this story! The mystery in the story made me want to read more and I loved how creative it was. The plot is well written and very detailed. A great read which I enjoyed reading. I loved the characters and
wanted to find out more about Fate, Flynn and the other characters. Recommend this story. - Sabitha K.
The night it happened, it seemed like an impossible nightmare. There was no name on the note. No hint of identity or reason or anything. A single word, on the notes line: “She." Just those three letters. The next day, I received another note. It too contained a single word: "belongs." A third note, the next day. This time, two words. Four letters. "To me." Ten million dollars, or our daughter would die. And then, there was a knock on my door. A sleek black limousine sat on the curb in front of my house. A driver stood in front of me, and he spoke six words: "It's time to pay
your debt." Would you have gotten in? I did. It turns out there is no happily ever after for us.
A journey of self-discovery, of rescue, of loss, of new hope for a brighter tomorrow. A journey full of magic and dangers. A journey of love.
Books 4-6
The Alpha Plague
The Alpha Series Boxed Set: Books 1 - 3: Alpha Kaden, Alpha Grayson and Alpha Jasper
Unceasing
Books #1-3

She will fight for what is hers. When their sanctuary suddenly becomes a prison, Katerina and the gang must work together to save not only themselves, but everyone else in the remote, alpine retreat. Secrets are revealed and new identities are discovered as the princess delves into her past, uncovering things she never thought possible. Awakening a hidden power buried within. The stakes have never been so high, and everyone s a target. Can the princess unlock the ancient magic in time? Can they find a way off the
mountain before disaster strikes? Most importantly, in a world where everyone s out to get them… …Who can they trust? Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel. The Queen's Alpha Series: Eternal Everlasting Unceasing Evermore Forever Boundless Prophecy Protected Foretelling Revelation Betrayal Resolved Search Terms: The Chronicles of Kerrigan, superhero fantasy ebook, fantasy paranormal urban, urban, urban paranormal, paranormal suspense, paranormal shifter romance, coming of, dark
fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, chronicles of kerrigan, Tudor, supernatural, England, romance, mystery, tattoos, superpowers, paranormal, boarding school, series, Young Adult, fairy, fae, dwarves, romance paranormal werewolves and shifters, giants, kings queens
THINK ABOUT HISTORY. NOW MAKE IT WORSE . . . The Domination of the Draka begins as a British possession in Africa, but soon becomes far more. Absorbing refugees after the American Revolution, and later the Civil War, the Draka become a people bred to rule with an iron fist. They permanently enslave the peoples of Africa, when they do not simply kill them. But this does not slake the Draka thirst for power. Sweeping across the world, the Draka empire engulfs nation after nation, shackling into servitude all who
are not Draka. Europe, Asia, and finally all the Earth and its colonies throughout the Solar System fall before the might of the Draka. But empires are not faceless monoliths; they are made of individuals, complex humans with their own hopes and dreams. And so one might ask: Who are the Draka What sort of people does the Domination rule The Draka would have many different answers . . . . . . and this is their story. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). " . . an exciting,
evocative [and] horrifying read." ¾Poul Anderson "A vivid alternate reality . . . truly a tour de force." ¾David Drake "A potent, unflinching look at a might-have-been world whose evil both contrasts with and reflects that in our own." ¾Publishers Weekly ". . . superb action scenes, interesting characters, and a detailed if somewhat grisly world." ¾Chicago Sun-Times
"Features thick pages cut into the shape of each letter, creating a sort of peek-through guessing game around the letter form itself. As children interact with the pages, they will familiarize themselves not only with the 26 letters and associated words, but also with each letter's physicality--angles, holes, and curves, both front and back"-USA Today Bestselling Author, W.J. May brings her international bestselling series together in a box set limited edition collection! The Queen's Alpha brings you deeper into the world of shifters, fae, and magic.The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3ETERNAL - Book 1She will fight for what is hers.When the king is murdered, Katerina, his only daughter, must flee for her life. She finds herself on a strange and dangerous path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon her wits and the kindness of strangers, while
protecting her royal secret at the same time.Because she alone knows the truth. It was her brother who killed the king. And he's coming for her next.Alone and struggling, she finds herself an instant target until a mysterious protector comes to her aid. Together, and with a collection of the most unlikely friends, the group must navigate through an enchanted world just as fantastical as it can be deadly. But time is not on their side.With her brother's assassins closing in at every turn, Katerina must unlock a secret that's
hidden deep inside her. The only thing strong enough to keep the darkness at bay.Can she find the answers she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on the throne?Only one thing is certain: she's running out of time. Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel.EVERLASTING - Book 2I will fight for those I love.When the crown prince puts a bounty on her head, Katerina and the gang find themselves facing trouble at every turn. It's a race to get the safe house in time, but will they pull together to work
as a team, or will their differences pull them apart?Strengths and weaknesses are put to the test, as Katerina is plunged headfirst into a magical world she never knew existed. Fiction becomes reality, as the characters from her childhood fairytales come to life, bringing with them secrets she could never have imagined.Her bloodline gives her the right to call herself their queen, but is the division between the royal family and the magical kingdom too great? How can she mend the damage of the past?More importantly...can
she be the one to unite her people?UNCEASING - Book 3She will fight for what is hers.When their sanctuary suddenly becomes a prison, Katerina and the gang must work together to save not only themselves, but everyone else in the remote, alpine retreat.Secrets are revealed and new identities are discovered as the princess delves into her past, uncovering things she never thought possible. Awakening a hidden power buried within.The stakes have never been so high, and everyone's a target. Can the princess unlock the
ancient magic in time? Can they find a way off the mountain before disaster strikes? Most importantly, in a world where everyone's out to get them......Who can they trust? Queen's Alpha Series: EternalEverlastingUnceasingEvermoreForeverBoundlessProphecyProtectedForetellingRevelationBetrayalResolvedThe Omega Queen Series: DisciplineBraveryCourageConquerStrengthValidationApprovalBlessingBalanceGrievanceEnchantedGratified
An Alpha Billionaire Romance Boxed Set Series
Owned By The Billionaire
Alpha Series Boxed Set:
Alpha
Drakas!
Books 7-9
THE ALPHA'S TOY To spare an innocent she has to become his plaything. When Zeke attacks her pack, Mary, a half-breed wolf, wants to save a young wolf, but to do so, she has to accept his bargain. She must be his toy until the next full moon. Mary despises the alpha she must now give her body to, but she can't deny the response he inspires within her. Exploring the deceased pack's lair Zeke stumbles onto something that could destroy all breeds of wolf. The leaders of Mary's pack had been experimenting on wolves. The reasons why are still unknown, but Zeke will do everything in his power to
find out the truth, especially when he discovers Mary was one of their experiments. Even before the end of the month Mary becomes all he can think about, and he's determined to keep his toy safe. Then a twist of fate lets him know she's more than a toy. Mary is his mate. Can he overcome her fear of him and convince her to stay when her month is up? ALPHA BAIT There is a law that binds an Alpha to his wolf and stops him from hurting others of his pack. If an Alpha lashes out with the intention to harm, then his wolf will stop it, forcing on the transition...but one wolf has found the loophole. Chain
is determined to inflict harm. He sends out the one woman he wants but cannot have, Victoria. She will be his Alpha Bait, luring another Alpha to his death, thus freeing Chain from the control of his wolf. For most of her adult life Victoria has been at the mercy of Chain. He scares her more than anything else. Doing as she's told, Victoria sets the trap in order to gain Scorch's attention. Scorch is a good leader and strong Alpha. He will not hurt anyone. When a beautiful red-head ends up in his care, he cannot turn away from the attraction she inspires. Their wolves are mates, and they're destined to
be together. However, what will Scorch do when he realizes Victoria is with him to lure him to his death? Can she really send the man she loves to his grave? Being Alpha Bait was never her choice, but who really holds her loyalty, Chain or Scorch?
Leaving him was the hardest thing I've ever done, but I have to put our people first. Werewolf City is at war and I'll do whatever it takes to turn the tides in the wolves' favor, even if it means stepping up in my new role. The Paladins are a secretive people that I know nothing about. What I thought would be a quick trip into their lands turns into a fight for my life. The future Sawyer and I have dreamed of together threatens to crumble. I'm torn. Do I choose love and a sure future with the man of my dreams, or do I follow my heart and save a dying people I know nothing about, no matter the cost?
Either way I have to make it back to him; I can't imagine a life in which we don't exist together.
USA Today Bestselling author, W.J. May, brings you the Omega Box Set for a limited time. This YA/NA series covers love, betrayal, coming of age, magic and fantasy. Be prepared to fight, it's the only option. BOOK 1 - DISCIPLINE Not every fairytale has a happily ever after… For the first time in hundreds of years, the five kingdoms were at peace. United by the band of young heroes who'd won the Great War, the realm had entered a time of wealth and prosperity unlike anything it had known before. New families. New Beginnings. Old alliances were on the mend. But such a thing can never last.
When Katerina and Dylan's teenage daughter finds herself at the center of a strange prediction, she and her friends are swept away on a wild adventure that may very well claim all of their lives. Old evils are lurking the shadows. A secret new darkness is waiting to take hold. Can the new band of heroes stop it in time? Or has their happily ever after finally come to an end? BOOK 2 - BRAVERY How long can you outrun your fate? When Evie and her friends set out to fulfill a long-awaited prophecy, they never thought their adventure would turn into a nightmare before their very eyes. Trapped in a
cavern beneath the ground, they find themselves going up against a creature so twisted and terrible, they wouldn't have believed it was real. Their strength is tested and friendships are strained. But as they soon discover, the creature was the least of their problems. The world is shifting. Shadows and darkness are entering the land. Rumors are whispering around the remaining kingdoms. Rumors of a dark and powerful stone. Can the friends find it in time? Or are some prophecies never meant to be? BOOK 3 - COURAGE How time flies… When Evie and her friends find themselves trapped in the
sorcerer's cave, they think all is lost. But rescue comes from the most unlikely of people. And with it comes the most terrible truth. With the five kingdoms divided and the realm on the verge of collapse, the prophecy is more urgent than ever. But the road is treacherous and the friends are on the other side of the realm. New alliances must be forged and friendships are tested as they set off to fulfill their destiny, only to find that the fates may have something different in store. Is it possible to pick up the pieces and start again? Can the friends get to the Dunes and find the missing stone in time?
More importantly… …are some sins too terrible to forgive? Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel. OMEGA QUEEN SERIES Discipline Bravery Courage Conquer Strength Validation Approval Blessing Balance Grievance Enchanted Gratified ORIGINAL SERIES: Queen's Alpha Series: Eternal Everlasting Unceasing Evermore Forever Boundless Prophecy Protected Foretelling Revelation Betrayal Resolved SEARCH TERMS: anthlogy, box set, fantasy witches, vampires, paranormal shifter romance, shifter romance, shifters, shifter, coming of age, dark fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero
fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, chronicles of kerrigan, Tudor, supernatural, England, romance, mystery, tattoos, superpowers, paranormal, boarding school, series, The Chron, magic, dark fantas, fairytale, fairy tale, sequel series, sequel
Vicky, Rhys, Larissa, and Flynn have avoided the horde of diseased that chased them from Summit City, but they're far from free. Although the diseased can't get to them while they remain on top of the shipping container, at some point they'll have to come down. With a sea of enraged monsters as far as they can see, coming down means certain death. Exhausted from their escape, they may be able to rest for now, but sooner rather than later, they're going to have to take action to get themselves out of their current predicament ... Reviews 5 stars - You took a zombie non-believer and got her to
read and love not one, but 4 zombie apocalypse books. - Amazon customer 5 stars - Keep up the great work Michael! I can't wait to read number 5!!! - Amazon customer 5 stars - This is one of my favorite's by Michael Robertson and I cant wait for the next installment. - Amazon customer.
Gratified
Alpha and Omega: Book 1
Eternal
Alpha Series: Alpha Landon
The Alpha Shifter Collection
Space Case; Spaced Out; Waste of Space

“I love this series. I just think that it keeps getting better and better.” — A Reader Lives A Thousand Lives The Alpha Girl series by USA Today bestselling author Aileen Erin has taken readers on a wild ride as Tessa McCaide has become a werewolf, battled vampires and witches, and fallen in love. Now, read Books 4-6 with adventures from Tessa, Claudia, and Meredith in a convenient
anthology. BRUJA Claudia de Santos fought from the shadows as her coven turned dark. Now the coven is split into two factions: Luciana’s army of witches wielding dark magic, and Claudia’s few stragglers who fight with the wolves. War is coming, and it won’t be much of a battle if Claudia can’t find the spells to counteract Luciana’s demonic power. “Holy Moly! I loved it. ...I think I
have a new favorite witch!” — Barb, Paging Through The Days ALPHA UNLEASHED Luciana failed to steal Tessa’s magic, but she’s just getting started on her crusade for magical domination. If Tessa can’t stop Luciana’s demonic summoning, it could mean the end of everything. "Aileen Erin is a wonderful author who has managed to capture every characters idiosyncrasies with ease with not a
single boring moment in the series.” - Lunaland SHATTERED PACK Meredith Molloney never thought she’d find a mate, let alone one of the most powerful Alpha werewolves alive. But joining with the Irish Pack thrusts Meredith into a deadly game of politics, one a fey beast has happily joined. "I couldn’t put this book down." - Marie, Ctrl Alt Books hr Wondering if you missed any books in the
now complete Alpha Girls series? Book 1: Becoming Alpha Book 2: Avoiding Alpha Book 3: Alpha Divided Book 4: Bruja Book 5: Alpha Unleashed Book 6: Shattered Pack Book 7: Being Alpha Book 8: Lunar Court Book 9: Alpha Erased hr Get ready for Off Planet, the biggest and boldest adventure yet from the mind of Aileen Erin. It's perfect for fans of Claudia Gray's Defy the Stars and Maura
Milan's Ignite the Stars!
She will fight for what is hers. When the king is murdered, Katerina, his only daughter, must flee for her life. She finds herself on a strange and dangerous path. Alone for the first time, she's forced to rely upon her wits and the kindness of strangers, while protecting her royal secret at the same time. Because she alone knows the truth. It was her brother who killed the king. And
he's coming for her next. Alone and struggling, she finds herself an instant target until a mysterious protector comes to her aid. Together, and with a collection of the most unlikely friends, the group must navigate through an enchanted world just as fantastical as it can be deadly. But time is not on their side. With her brother's assassins closing in at every turn, Katerina must
unlock a secret that's hidden deep inside her. The only thing strong enough to keep the darkness at bay. Can she find the answers she needs? Will she ever take her rightful place on the throne? Only one thing is certain: she's running out of time. Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel.
Dash Gibson solves mysteries on the space station he calls home in this hilarious New York Times bestselling series from Stuart Gibbs! All three books of the Moon Base Alpha series are now available together in a collectible boxed set! Twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson solves murders, finds missing people, and searches for a rogue poisoner in this far-out adventure series from the author
of Belly Up and Spy School! This mind-boggling mystery collection includes: Space Case Spaced Out Waste of Space
The peace treaty between humans and shapeshifters was signed over a century ago. One of the consequences is that humans must provide shifters with young brides to give them heirs and ensure the survival of their species. Today, all over the world, special boarding schools take girls from orphanages and give them the most exquisite education, preparing them to become brides for the enemy.
Sexy, curvy, and confident, Avelyn is one of those wild souls who will not be traded off as livestock. She's determined to do everything in her power to gain her freedom and build a new life far away from shapeshifters and what society expects of her. Alpha werewolf Max Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes to Alma Venus Boarding School, one of the best schools for shifter
brides in the world, he is set on buying a young woman who would bring him political advantage. When he sees Avelyn, his plans are turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him to bring home, but he can't imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the book to convince Max to buy another bride. It doesn't matter that his perfect body and smooth voice make her
weak in the knees. She has a dream, and her dream does not include a wolf-shifter for a husband and a bunch of wolf pups clinging to her skirts.
Wanted by the Alpha
How London Was Captured by the Super-Rich
A Bbw Wolf-Shifter Romance
Maiden to the Dragon Series Box Set: Books 8-10
Alpha Unleashed
Alpha Night
"Zeus is the alpha of alphas." - Lenka, Goodreads She belongs to me... Just a glimpse and I know she was MINE. She isn't like any other omega I've met, I hadn't anticipated this need for her.I should have stayed away...Yet, I can't leave without her.There's a twisted, yearning, full of fear and anger inside me. For her...No one can stop me, from breaking herFrom making her mine...She belongs to me...This is the 15,000-word prequel to the Knotted Omega Series. ***Paranormal dystopian romance with Omegaverse mf flavorInside the pages: No cheating. Snarly, tattooed,
possessive male who will do anything to claim his soulmate. 1-CLICK NOW.
Five kids, Alex, Li, Paulo, Hex and Amber, are marooned on a desert island where they must face the ultimate test - survival! Killer komodo dragons, sharks and modern day pirates are amongst the dangers they face. Can the five bond as a team - and stay alive?
This isn't a fairy tale. Not everyone will get a happily ever after. Sometimes we can't just walk away from the past. Love doesn't always save the day. The beast won't always get his beauty. But maybe, just maybe, we can get our happy ending.
Get books 1 - 3 of the #1 bestselling "Alpha Series" collection featuring Alpha Kaden, Alpha Grayson and Alpha Jasper. This unpredictable and exciting fantasy romance series will have you on the edge of your seat! Alpha Kaden Everyone knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his wicked game. Alpha Grayson Lexia has been an unwilling
member of the Vengeance Pack since she was kidnapped by Alpha Kaden at the age of thirteen. Previously a member of the Discipline Pack, she now plans an uprising to take down the Alphas and unify the 13 Packs. Alpha Jasper Dark stories of the Devotion pack's haunting from the terrifying undead Phantom Wolves have circulated for years but Thea had never believed the rumors. That is until she met Jasper; the confident and magical missing Alpha of the pack and newly reincarnated Phantom Wolf. He also happens to be her destined mate.
Omega
Alpha Series: Alpha Malik
Waste of Space
Sigma
Alphablock
Alpha Jasper

The first time it happened, it seemed like an impossible miracle. Bills were piling up, adding up to more money than I could ever make. Mom's hospital bills. My baby brother's tuition. My tuition. Rent. Electricity. All of it on my shoulders. And I had just lost my job. There was no hope, no money in my account, no work to be found. And then, just when I thought all hope was lost, I found an envelope in the mail. No return address. My name on the front, my address. Inside was a check, made out to me, in the amount of ten thousand dollars.
Enough to pay the bills and leave me some left over to live on until I found a job. Enough to let me focus on classes. There was no name on the check, just "VRI Inc.," and a post office box address for somewhere in the city. No hint of identity or reason for the check or anything. No mention of repayment, interest, nothing... except a single word, on the notes line: "You." If you receive a mysterious check, for enough money to erase all your worries, would you cash it? I did. The next month, I received another check, again from VRI
Incorporated. It too contained a single word: belong." A third check, the next month. This time, two words. Four letters. "To me." The checks kept coming. The notes stopped. Ten thousand dollars, every month. A girl gets used to that, real quick. It let me pay the bills without going into debt. Let me keep my baby brother in school and Mom's hospice care paid for. How do you turn down what seems like free money, when you're desperate? You don't. I didn't. And then, after a year, there was a knock on my door. A sleek black limousine sat
on the curb in front of my house. A driver stood in front of me, and he spoke six words: "It's time to pay your debt." Would you have gotten in? I did. It turns out $120,000 doesn't come free.
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Read Online Alpha Series Boxed Set Books 1 4
The Alpha Series Boxed Set: Books 1 - 3: Alpha Kaden, Alpha Grayson and Alpha Jasper
College student April Edward's life should be so much better than it is. Things have always been easy for her until her father was arrested for securities fraud, causing them to lose their home. April finds herself on her own, with no money, and no one to depend on. When her sorority sister gets her a job working at a posh upstate resort, she's ecstatic. A week after starting her job one of the guests gets too grabby and touches her inappropriately. She then gets wrongfully fired. As she struggles to figure out what to do, alpha billionaire
playboy, Nigel Conroy takes notice of her. He heard that she got fired, and vows to take the ultimate revenge on the country club. April is cautious. She's not looking for someone to solve her problems. In Nigel though, she has found someone she could fall in love with, but he might have ulterior motives. Could a shocking secret he's been hiding put an end to their relationship and rock her to the core? Other books included in this billionaire bad boy boxed set: The Billionaire's Gift The Billionaire's Game The Billionaire's Caregiver The
Billionaire's Romance Buy Now! billionaire romance, bad boy romance, contemporary romance, billionaire boss, pregnancy romance, alpha male, romantic comedy, second chance, books like fifty shades of grey, steamy romance, sexy, sexy romance, alpha, new adult, young adult, the billionaire's surrogate, romance, paranormal romance, sports romance, fiction romance, fiction, vacation romance, boss romance, ceo romance, boss, ceo, workplace romance, friends to lovers, enemies to lovers, age gap, older man younger woman, rags
to riches, funny, sweet, cinderella story, wedding, boss romance, assistant romance, alpha billionaire, alpha bad boy, bestsellers, bestselling romance, twists and turns, happily ever after, HEA, no cliffhangers, standalone, boxed sets, boxed set, series, complete series, lawyer romance, legal, urban, virgin, love at first sight, soulmates, modern romance, love and sex, adult romance, romance novels, novels, romantic novels, romantic books, suspense, suspenseful, action, adventure, collections, anthologies, good books to read, best sellers,
cheap books, books under 3.00, books under 5.00, book deals, romance deals, free, free books, fifty shades of grey, spicy romance, spicy books, explicit books, explicit romance, books you can't put down, page turners, playboy, virgin, politician, love triangle, menage, best friends, boss, employee, first love, fling, interracial romance, soulmates, one-night stand, class difference, sensual, cozy, angsty, funny, clean and wholesome, dark, silly, mysterious, innocent, dramatic, serious, suspenseful, optimistic, lighthearted, vacation,
contemporary, fairy tale, wedding, single dad, affair, good guy, first kiss, good girl, sugar daddy, coming of age, bullying, bully romance, friendship, curvy, curvy girl romance, curvy romance, BBW, BBW romance, plus size, plus size romance
A rebellion to take down the Alphas has begun... Lexia has been an unwilling member of the Vengeance Pack since she was kidnapped by Alpha Kaden at the age of thirteen. Previously a member of the Discipline Pack, she now plans an uprising to take down the Alphas and unify the 13 Packs. But Fate has other plans for her. Lexia finds her mate in Alpha Grayson, from the Pack of Freedom; a man whose silver eyes leave Lexia without control over her carnal desires. But their romance becomes secondary when Cyprian, an evil source
with magical powers, puts them both in grave danger on his mission to ignite a war. Will Lexia and Grayson stand against Cyprian and prevent his schemes from coming to pass? Will they ever be able to consummate their newly-found love?
Omega Queen - Box Set Books #1-3
The Queen's Alpha Box Set Books #1-3
Survival
Book 4
Alpha Series:
Sold to the Alpha

USA Today Bestselling author, W.J. May, brings you the highly anticipated continuation of the bestselling YA/NA series about love, betrayal, magic and fantasy. Welcome to a world of paranormal with shifters, fae, fairy, witches, dragons, dark magic... and did I mention the vampires? Be prepared to fight, it's the only option. There is nothing worse than a friend turned enemy, or a love turned sour. When Evie and her friends find themselves stranded alone against the Carpathian army, they think all hope is lost. But the fates are ever-changing, and an unexpected ally
comes to their aid. New friendships are forged, as the old are tested. As their quest to fulfill the prophecy comes to a close, each of the three must search within themselves to see if they have what it takes. A realm divided cannot stand, but can such ancient grievances ever be mended? A change is coming, but only time will say if it's for the better or the worse. Sometimes, it just takes a leap of faith… Be careful who you trust. Even the devil was once an angel. OMEGA QUEEN SERIES Discipline Bravery Courage Conquer Strength Validation Approval Blessing
Balance Grievance Enchanted Gratified ORIGINAL SERIES: Queen's Alpha Series: Eternal Everlasting Unceasing Evermore Forever Boundless Prophecy Protected Foretelling Revelation Betrayal Resolved COMING SOON - Beginning's End Series Beginnings Curiosity Scrutiny Foresight Disavow Trickery Wisdom Decree Influence Prevail Dignified Honored Search Terms: paranormal shifter romance, coming of age, fantasy witches, vampires, shifter romance, shifters, shifter, dark fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and
witches, superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, New Adult & College Romance Paranormal, new adult, new adult and college, New Adult & College Romance, w.j. may, chronicles of kerrigan, Tudor, supernatural, England, romance, mystery, tattoos, superpowers, paranormal, boarding school, series, magic, fairytale, fairy tale, sequel series, sequel
Tensions are running high when multi-billionaire Lars Sjoburg is poisoned and demands to go home and everyone is looking to Dash Gibson to solve the case in this third and final book in the New York Times bestselling Moon Base Alpha series. Moon Base
Get books 1 - 5 of the #1 bestselling "Alpha Series" collection, now featuring the 5 first books in the series! This unpredictable and exciting fantasy romance series will have you on the edge of your seat! Alpha Landon Althea and Landon have been friends since childhood and are near inseparable, but the clock is ticking and pressure is building from their family to find their destined mate and finally commit. Althea knows that her and Landon are not naturally destined to be each other's mate, but can fate be changed in the quest for true love? Alpha Kaden Everyone
knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his wicked game. Alpha Grayson Lexia has been an unwilling member of the Vengeance Pack since she was kidnapped by Alpha Kaden at the age of thirteen. Previously a member of the Discipline Pack, she now plans an uprising to take down the Alphas and unify the 13 Packs. Alpha Jasper
Dark stories of the Devotion pack's haunting from the terrifying undead Phantom Wolves have circulated for years but Thea had never believed the rumors. That is until she met Jasper; the confident and magical missing Alpha of the pack and newly reincarnated Phantom Wolf. He also happens to be her destined mate. Alpha Malik After being kidnapped and abused by an unruly rogue organization, Aria is forced to enter a competition where the prize is a man who has given up all hopes of finding his mate.Malik is known as the Alpha of Love, and now Aria must
compete against girls from every Pack, for his attention. To save her own life, and his too, she must complete a mission that will force her into the Alpha's arms. However, a twist in the game will change everything.
How London was bought and sold by the Super-Rich, and what it means for the rest of us Who owns London? Today, the city is the epicentre of the world’s financial markets, an elite cultural hub, and a place to hide one’s wealth. In Alpha City, Rowland Atkinson tells the story of eager developers, sovereign wealth, and grasping politicians, all of which paved the way for the plutocratic colonisation of the cityscape. Atkinson moves through the gated communities and the mega-houses of the urban elite, charting how the rich live and their influence on the disturbing rise
in evictions and displacements from the city. The book, fully updated, also looks at the capital’s prospects in the aftermath of Brexit and the pandemic, showing how the super-rich may capitalise on the crisis, increasing inequality and hardship.
Alpha Grayson
Beta
Spaced Out
In 2041 twelve-year-old Dashiell Gibson's a resident of Moon Base Alpha, and at the moment he's faced with a number of problems: coping with the nasty Sjoberg twins, finding out how the commander of the base has managed to disappear from a facility no bigger than a soccer field, and dealing with the alien Zan, who communicates with him telepathically from afar--and who's hiding a secret which may threaten the whole Earth.
Roth and I are on an open-ended tour of the world. Roth being Roth, this means missionary in Morocco, reverse cowgirl in Calcutta, bent over the bow of a houseboat in Hanoi, slow and sleepy on St. John. Anywhere and everywhere, in every conceivable position, and some I didn't know were possible. Life was pretty incredible. Until I woke up in his chateau in France, alone. On the bed next to me was a note. There were only four words: He belongs to me.
What do you do when your mate is a cruel and merciless Alpha? Easy. You run... Dawn has been rogue for over a year, hiding from her mate; Alpha Rylan. Being the leader of the Purity Pack has not stopped him from leading needless executions, making countless threats and chasing after Dawn relentlessly. Using simple tricks, he lures his mate closer, until her criminal past attracts an Alpha who wants her dead. Can Rylan protect his mate from vengeance, while at the same time keeping her under his control? And can Dawn keep her packs morals of purity, and resist Rylan, staying his personal fugitive forever?
"Lock your doors. Hold them tight. Close your windows. Every night. Don't go out, in case he's there. Always live in total fear." Everyone knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his wicked game. But when Mara discovers the truth behind his sadistic mind games everything changes and she finds herself questioning what is real, and what is not. Mara always assumed her mate would be a man from her own pack. A good man. Not a sadistic, sinful
Alpha named Kaden.
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